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Abstract: Rockburst disasters frequently occur in deep tunnels excavated by TBM (tunnel boring ma-
chine) under complex geological conditions in western China. Using FLAC3D, the characterization of
a three-dimensional numerical model of a compound stratum tunnel excavated by TBM is conducted,
based on a water transport project in Shanxi Province. Then, the characteristics of rockburst in deep
hard and soft compound stratum tunnels excavated by TBM are revealed, and the energy criteria of
the rockburst considering the rock brittleness are proposed. In addition, the prevention and control
method of drilling pressure relief for rockburst has been investigated. Results show that: (i) the
rockburst risk of compound stratum tunnel excavated using TBM is mainly in the upper-hard rock
part, while there is no rockburst risk in the soft rock part; (ii) after the excavation of the tunnel,
slight rockburst risk occurs first in the hard rock area of the tunnel vault, and then the rockburst
risk gradually rises to the strong level at 7 m behind the working face, indicating the hysteresis of
strong rockburst; (iii) the rockburst in the vault of the rock surrounding the compound stratum tunnel
has the effect of forming the deepest area, gradually narrowing to both sides, showing a “V” shape,
and the occurrence of rockburst may not be completed at one time; (iiii) borehole pressure relief
can significantly reduce the rockburst risk of surrounding rock in a tunnel. The larger the borehole
diameter and depth, the better the effect of rockburst prevention. In addition, the effect of borehole
diameter is more significant than depth. The research results provide guiding references for the
prevention and control of similar rockburst disasters in underground engineering.

Keywords: hard and soft compound stratum; TBM; rockburst; regional effect; numerical simulation;
borehole pressure relief

1. Introduction

With the in-depth implementation of China’s “Western Development” and “One Belt
and One Road” strategies, resource mines, water conservancy structures, and traffic tunnels
are gradually being transferred to western China [1], which has a topography of high
mountains and deep valleys. In this region, the stratum structure is variable due to the
significant burial depth and the effect of regional tectonic activities over multiple periods;
thus, the soft and hard strata appear alternately. Compared with the central and eastern
regions, the sharp in situ stress environment and composite stratum structure are essential
characteristics [2]. Rockburst occasionally occurs in TBM construction of deep tunnels in
China, resulting in severe equipment damage, construction delay, and significant economic
and property losses [3–6]. The diversion tunnel of Jinping II Hydropower Station, Qinling
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tunnel of Han-Ji-Wei River Diversion Project, and Zhongtianshan Tunnel are some places
where this type of incident has occurred. During TBM construction, rockburst disasters with
various characteristics occur several times, causing severe equipment damage, construction
delays, and considerable economic and property losses.

Rockbursts in TBM construction tunnels have several characteristics, such as uncer-
tainty, hysteresis, and massive damage, which creates obstacles to predicting and con-
trolling the rockburst mechanism [7,8]. To investigate the related characteristics in depth,
domestic and foreign scholars have carried out research work on rockburst in tunnel TBM
construction. Xie et al. [9] stated that TBM tunnelling generates a lesser disturbance to
the surrounding rock at the excavation boundary, ensures better integrity, and leads to the
smoother releasing of surrounding rock strain energy; however, it should be noted that
despite all this, due to its higher storage capacity and accumulation of surface surrounding
rock strain energy, it easily induces rockburst damage. Wu et al. [10] investigated the
diversion tunnel of Jinping II Hydroelectric Power Plant through microseismic monitoring
and numerical simulation and found that it has a lithology of thick, dense, fine crystal
marble noise, and the local joint development is in the good surrounding rock. For related
tunnels, the initiation of rockburst under tunnel TBM excavation has mainly occurred at
the tunnel vault and arch shoulder and gradually propagated to the deeper part of the
surrounding rock. In another study performed by Chen et al. [11], an acoustic emission test
was performed on the selected sites of the #1 test tunnel (referred to as 2-1 test tunnel) of #2
Hengtong Tunnel of Jinping II Hydropower Station. The overlying rock is about 1850 m
thick, and the lithology is t-gray layered medium-coarse marble with relatively developed
joints and cracks. Results obtained from a field acoustic emission test showed that the
fracture damage of the surrounding rock under TBM construction was found in the most
critical situation at 3 m after the palm face, and the damage of the surrounding rock has a
certain hysteresis. Jiang et al. [12] proposed using the radial gradient of the elastic strain
energy density of surrounding rock to predict the location of rockburst, according to the
energy criterion of rockburst in TBM construction established by the authors based on the
energy principle of rockburst. To reduce the risk of rock explosion in TBM construction
of deeply buried tunnels, some scholars [13] have suggested that a combined excavation
process consisting of the drill-and-blast method for tunnel guidance and TBM boring under
high-stress conditions could be effective; hence, a series of measures were proposed to
prevent and control the rock explosion. At present, there are several rock burst prevention
and control methods, including drilling and pressure relief, as well as blasting [14–16].
However, the step-by-step excavation method of pre-guided cavern undoubtedly leads to
an increment in the number of perturbations of the surrounding rock, which easily induces
the generation of shear damage due to the high stress surrounding the rock and thus raises
the risk of rock explosion [17].

The majority of the research outlined above concentrates on rockbursts in TBM con-
struction for single hard rock strata; however, few studies have been performed on the
rockburst characteristics and preventative measures for TBM construction in composite
strata. Due to composite strata’s particular stratigraphic structure and stress environment,
the characteristics of rock explosion differ; thus, prevention and control approaches are
reasonably different than those in single hard rock strata. Thus, the destructive nature and
frequency of rock explosions during deep-tunnel TBM construction would be aggravated.
Consequently, in the current paper, theoretical analysis and numerical simulation methods
were applied to reveal the characteristics of rockbursts in TBM construction tunnels in
deep soft and hard composite strata by taking as background a water transmission project
in Shanxi. Moreover, to provide a reference for the prevention and control of rockburst
disasters in tunnel TBM construction under similar conditions, methods of unloading and
preventing rockbursts in boreholes were developed.
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2. Engineering Geology of the Research Area
2.1. Engineering Background

Located in the research area, Shanxi Province, the water transport project includes the
trunk line, the east trunk line, the west trunk line, and each water supply branch line; all of
the #3 tunnel entrances are located approximately 450 m below the Tianguya Reservoir in
Xingxian County on the left bank of Lanyi River, and the exit is located on the left bank
of Beichuan River, about 3.6 km south of Dawu Town in Fangshan County. The tunnel
is divided into three TBM sections. The main tunnel of the TBM-2 section was obtained
via TBM excavation, with a total length of 20.7 km, a maximum buried depth of 590 m, a
diameter of 4.9 m, and an inner diameter of 4.3 m after the completion of segment support.
The main hole is formed using Robbins dual-shield TBM, consisting of front and middle
telescopic shields and tail shields.

2.2. Formation Profile

During the process of TBM, the strata through which the main hole of the TBM-2
section of the total dry #3 tunnel passed are Cambrian, Ordovician tuff, dolomite, marl
and mudstone, Swire boundary striped diorite hornblende, and unequal grain black cloud
plagioclase gneiss. Among these, the rocks surrounding the tuff, dolomite, quartzite, horn-
blende, and gneiss section are hard or medium-hard rocks, and the geological classification
of the surrounding rocks is type III, while the surrounding rocks of the marl and mudstone
section are soft rocks, and the engineering geological classification of the surrounding
rocks is type IV or type V. Due to the influence of orogenic movement and fold structure,
the lithologic characteristics of the main tunnel in the TBM-2 section of the #3 tunnel are
characterized by a typical TBM construction of soft and hard composite stratum.

2.3. Distribution of In Situ Stress

The results of the on-site ground stress test and reversal calculation [18] about the
research area showed the following: horizontal tectonic stress was dominant along the main
stem #3 tunnel, and the maximum horizontal principal stress direction was N82◦E–N86◦E.
This ground stress direction was perpendicular to the tunnel axis direction and was in the
most unfavorable direction for the tunnel’s surrounding rock stability. The direction of
ground stress on the tunnel cross section is shown in Figure 1. As a result of the regression
analysis to obtain the principal stresses, the maximum principal stress σ1 was calculated as
21.16 MPa, the intermediate principal stress σ2 as 17.72 MPa, and the minimum principal
σ3 stress as 15.6 MPa at the buried depth of the diversion tunnel, about 600 m.

Figure 1. The in situ stress direction of tunnel cross-section.
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3. Tunnel Numerical Model Creation
3.1. Model Establishment

Based on the engineering background and geological conditions mentioned above,
the three-dimensional numerical calculation model was created with the help of FLAC3D
software. To facilitate the comparative analysis of the computational results, the model was
simplified by considering the typical upper-hard and lower-soft composite stratigraphic
structure, as shown in Figure 2. The tunnel section was circular, with a diameter of 5 m.
To reduce the model boundary effect, the lengths of the model’s horizontal direction (X)
and vertical direction (Z) were taken as 12 times the diameter (i.e., 60 m). In addition, the
longitudinal (Y) direction is taken as 60 m. The boundaries of the model in all directions
(left, right, front, back, and bottom) were constraints, which fixed their displacements. In
addition, the upper boundary of the model was free. Considering the results of ground
stress regression analysis, the horizontal x-direction of the model was the maximum
principal stress direction. The axial direction of the tunnel (i.e., the y-direction of the model)
was the intermediate principal stress direction, and the vertical z-direction of the model
was the minimum principal stress direction. The loads applied in the x-, y-, z-directions
were 21.16 MPa, 17.72 MPa, and 15.60 MPa, respectively. The hard surrounding rock of the
simulated tunnel section was gneiss, and the weak surrounding rock was marl. Physical
and mechanical parameters of rocks obtained from laboratory tests are shown in Table 1.

Figure 2. Numerical model of upper-hard and lower-soft stratum.

Table 1. Physical and mechanical parameters of rock.

Lithology
Elastic

Modulus
(GPa)

Poisson
Ratio

The Angle of
Internal Friction

(◦)

Cohesive
Forces
(MPa)

Uniaxial Compressive
Strength

(MPa)

Tensile
Strength

(MPa)

Gneiss 7.5 0.27 38 5.5 78 4.7
Marl 1.5 0.35 24 1.0 12 1.2

3.2. TBM Construction and Simulation Process

In order to simulate the construction process with TBM, as shown in Figure 3, sim-
ulation of the TBM body self-weight, rolling blade, and shield were implemented in the
model [12,19].
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Figure 3. Numerical simulation of TBM excavation: (a) normal force; (b) tangential force; (c) shield;
(d) bodyweight.

In terms of construction principle, TBM is a continuous mechanical excavation, which
causes less disturbance to the surrounding rock. With the gentle excavation initiation,
ground stress adjustment process, and slow stress release on the TBM boring excavation
boundary, the surrounding rock stress-strain curve has a good continuity [20,21]. In terms
of construction characteristics, the hob on the cutter during TBM excavation breaks the
rock with a minimal infill for uninterrupted continuous excavation. There is no pause
in TBM excavation except for particular circumstances, such as equipment maintenance,
repair, and cutter replacement downtime. A common method used in current numerical
modeling studies is to divide the continuous excavation of TBM into small excavation
steps. However, the calculation time-step between excavation steps is often challenging
to determine. This method’s model forms the time-step continuity with high accuracy. In
addition, the overall continuity and the degree of overall continuity depend on the size of
the network partition.

In the numerical simulation, both excavation steps are calculated to be balanced, and
there is a large pause in the simulation of the TBM forward movement, which does not
reflect the continuity of the TBM excavation process well [22]. R. Hasanpour [23] pointed
out that although the explicit time-step solution method in FLAC3D does not reflect
the time-related stress-strain relationship with high accuracy, the method of gradually
releasing the unbalanced force can effectively simulate the influence of time factors on
the excavation process. To ensure that we were simulating the actual process of TBM
excavation with maximum accuracy with the model used in the study, two major principles
were proposed to be followed in the simulation calculation [24]: (1) the model grid size
along the TBM excavation direction should be as small as possible but optimized so that it
does not consume too many time steps; (2) the stress release of surrounding rock caused by
excavation should be controlled, and the balance cannot be calculated between every two
excavation steps.

Based on this, the surrounding rock stress-release rate control method employed in the
numerical calculation process of the current study is as follows: (i) one step is calculated
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after each excavation cycle is completed; (ii) after that, at the current excavation boundary,
the maximum unbalanced force on the surface node of the surrounding rock is extracted
and multiplied by the difference between the stress release coefficient and 1.0; (iii) the
resultant value is then applied as a reverse load to the surface nodes of the surrounding
rock of the excavation boundary and calculated to balance. The key benefit of this approach
is that there is no need to set the number of calculation steps between two excavation
steps; only the stress release coefficient of the surrounding rock is adjusted between two
excavation steps. Furthermore, a stress release coefficient of 0.875 can be used to describe
the ongoing process of TBM excavation accurately [23,25].

3.3. Constitutive Model Selection

The selection of the appropriate structural model has a significant impact on the
simulation results. In this context, the constructive model reflects rock materials’ strength
and deformation properties in the most realistic way. In order to obtain the most realistic
results, the elastic-plastic damage generation model [26] based on the Mogi–Coulomb
criterion was adopted, and the yield function of the model was used as follows:

f (σm,2, J2, D) =

√
6

3

√
J2 − bσm,2 − (1− D)a (1)

where J2 is the second invariant of deviatoric stress; σm,2 is the average effective normal
stress on the shear plane; D is the damage variable; and a and b are material parameters
related to rock mechanical properties, respectively.

Jiang et al. [26] obtained the relationship between the damage variation and the
equivalent strain index through true triaxial testing, dividing the rock compression process
into two stages, non-destructive and damaged. Additionally, they introduced the damage
threshold, and set up the evolution equation of the damage variable, as shown below in
Equations (2) and (3):

D =

{
0 0 < εeq ≤ εo

eq

β
{

1− exp
[
−η(εeq − εo

eq)
]}

εo
eq < εeq

(2)

εeq =

√
1
2

[
(ε1 − ε2)

2 + (ε2 − ε3)
2 + (ε3 − ε1)

2
]

(3)

where β is the residual strength coefficient; η is the positive proportional coefficient, which
can be obtained from the test; εeq is the von Mises equivalent strain; and εo

eq is the damage
threshold represented by the equivalent strain.

The model was constructed based on the Mogi–Coulomb criterion, as the joint effect
of plasticity and damage of rock materials was taken into account. In this way, it can more
accurately describe the failure conditions and deformation characteristics of rock under
true triaxial stress and is more suitable for deep underground engineering analysis under a
three-dimensional stress state. The model parameter values are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Model parameters [18].

Lithology εo
eq η β

Gneiss 0.014 5 0.8
Marl 0.004 1 0.6

In order to verify the rationality of the model in the current study, the failure charac-
teristics of surrounding rock under TBM construction in composite strata were simulated.
The results obtained with the Mohr–Coulomb model were compared with the surrounding
rock section 2 m behind the face of the tunnel face, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Distribution of plastic zone of TBM tunnel surrounding rock in the compound stratum.
(a) Mohr–Coulomb model; (b) elastoplastic damage constitutive model; (c) the detection result of the
distribution range of the cracks in the left side wall of the tunnel.

As can be seen from Figure 4, the Mohr–Coulomb model does not consider the
effect of intermediate principal stress, so the calculated plastic zone range was wide.
The extent of the plastic zone on the tunnel sidewall was about 2.02 m. Based on the
Mogi–Coulomb criterion, the plastic zone of the surrounding rock was about 1.50 m.
However, the actual field measurement of the tunnel left side wall fissure distribution
depth was about 1.48 m. Therefore, it can be said that the calculation results of the
elastoplastic damage constitutive model used in the current study reflected the real failure
of surrounding rock more accurately.

4. Rockburst Energy Criterion Based on Rock Brittleness Index

Rockburst is of great harmfulness. A slight rockburst will result in the rock falling off
in a flaky shape, and there will be no ejection. When a major rock burst occurs, it will feel
like an earthquake with a magnitude of 4.6, and felt intensity is as high as 8 degrees. It will
pose a serious threat of damage to the buildings in the immediate vicinity, due to the felt
ground motion and loud noise, and will threaten the safety of the major projects still in
progress and the lives of the relevant construction personnel. To discriminate the conditions
under which rockburst will occur in the surrounding rock of underground engineering
projects and the degree of damage it may cause, scholars at home and abroad have carried
out a large number of relevant studies and investigations and have put forward many
rockburst criteria and intensity classification standards from different angles, as shown in
Table 3.

Except for the elastic energy index criterion and the Tao Zhenyu criterion, all of the
above criteria are expressed in terms of tangential stress or maximum tangential stress,
which requires coordinate transformation when using numerical calculation software to
simulate rockburst risk; therefore, they are inconvenient to apply. Obtaining the elastic
energy index criterion requires laboratory tests on rock, and it is measured using the integral
area of the stress-strain curve under loading and unloading conditions. The rockburst
discrimination result is greatly affected by test conditions and human factors. In point of
fact, the occurrence of rockburst is closely related to the three-dimensional stress state of
rock. The Tao Zhenyu rockburst criterion has a certain one-sidedness based on maximum
principal stress, which is also proved by the rockburst engineering examples in China. With
the development of rockburst energy theory, many scholars have introduced some energy
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criteria of rockburst based on analysis of the energy transformation mechanism in rock
deformation and failure, resulting in a good application effect.

Table 3. Rockburst criterion and intensity classification [17,27–29].

Rockburst Criterion
Country/
Regional

Engineering

Rockburst
Discriminant

Rockburst Intensity Classification

No
Rockburst

Minor
Rockburst

Medium
Rockburst

Strong
Rockburst

E. Hoek method South Africa σθmax/σc <0.34 0.34~0.42 0.42~0.56 >0.70
Russenes criterion Norway σθmax/σc <0.2 0.2~0.3 0.3~0.55 >0.55

Turchaninov criterion
Xibin Block
Mine, Kola
Peninsula

(σθ + σL)/σc <0.3 0.3~0.5 0.5~0.8 >0.8

Elastic energy index criterion Polish coal
mine Wet = Φsp/Φst <2 2.0~4.9 ≥5.0

Erlang Mountain highway
tunnel criterion China σθ/σc 0.3 0.3~0.5 0.5~0.7 >0.7

Zhenyu Tao
rockburst criterion China σc/σ1 >14.5 14.5~5.5 5.5~2.5 <2.5

Rockburst potential criterion China Prb = (σθ/σt)KV <1.7 1.7~3.3 3.3~9.7 >9.7

Based upon the analysis of the energy accumulation mode of surrounding rock dur-
ing TBM construction, Jiang et al. [26] proposed a rockburst energy criterion for TBM
construction, expressed as follows in Equation (4):

Ue

U0 > 1 (4)

where Ue is the stored elastic strain energy density of surrounding rock, and U0 is the
ultimate elastic strain energy density of surrounding rock; these can be expressed as the
following Equations (5) and (6), respectively:

Ue =
σ1

2 + σ2
2 + σ3

2 − 2ν(σ1σ2 + σ1σ3 + σ2σ3)

2E
(5)

U0 =
σc

3

2E(σ1 − σ3)
(6)

The above energy criterion is satisfied with the occurrence rockburst when the internal
accumulation of the surrounding rock reaches the surface energy required to destroy the
surrounding rock, at the critical value U0 —that is, when the elastic strain energy Ue can be
released. However, the above rockburst discriminatory index does not consider the critical
influence of rock brittleness characteristics on the rockburst occurring in TBM construction
in composite strata tunnels. For this reason, the above criterion is modified to propose
a rockburst energy criterion Cr, taking into account these indicators, as follows below in
Equation (7):

Cr =
σc

σt

Ue

U0
(7)

where σc/σt indicates the brittleness coefficient of the rock formation, a characteristic
characterization distinction for hard, brittle rocks. Some scholars [28] have used the
brittleness coefficient for discrimination of rock explosion and classification of intensity
class as follows: <15.0, no rock explosion; 15.0 to 18.0, minor rock explosion; 18.0 to 22.0,
moderate rock explosion; >22.0, strong rock explosion.

Combined with the existing rockburst criterion, the probability of boundary indexes of
different factors reaching the maximum value was simultaneously small. For convenience
of application, the boundary indexes and intensity classification of rockburst criterion Cr
are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Intensity classification of rockburst criterion Cr.

Cr Indicator
Value <15.0 15.0~27.0 27.0~40.0 >40.0

Rockburst
intensity No rockburst Minor rockburst Medium rockburst Strong rockburst

5. Simulation Results of Rockburst Feature

The program used in the study was modified via FISH language with consideration of
Cr (i.e., rockburst energy criterion) as the brittleness characteristics of rock strata, according
to Equation (7), to obtain the distribution and evolution law of the Cr value of a tunnel’s
surrounding rock under TBM construction conditions, as shown in Figure 5. The positive
value of the distance between the measuring point and the palm surface indicates the
measuring point is positioned in front of the palm surface; the negative value indicates the
measuring point is positioned behind the palm surface (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Evolution law of rockburst criterion Cr for a tunnel’s surrounding rock during TBM excavation.

The conclusions that can be obtained from Figure 5 are as follows:

(1) The hard rock part of the tunnel’s upper part with composite strata had rockburst risk
under TBM excavation; however, the soft rock part had no rockburst risk due to large
deformation and release of most of the energy.

(2) During excavation of the palm face up to a region situated before the measurement
point, the Cr value of the surrounding rock changed according to the same law. In
this situation, the palm face TBM excavation was maintained up to the monitoring
section, and the Cr value of the surrounding rock at different locations in the hard
rock part showed various change patterns, which were as follows: For surrounding
rock at the sidewall of the tunnel, in the case of the face being excavated up to the
monitoring section (the distance between the measuring point and the face was 0 m),
the Cr value reached a maximum of 11.4, and then began to decrease and remained
at a lower level. Throughout the entire TBM excavation process, the Cr value of the
surrounding rock of the sidewall was always less than 15; thus, rockburst risk did not
occur. Towards the surrounding rock at the vault and arch shoulder of the tunnel, in
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the case of excavation of the arch face up to the monitoring section, the Cr value of
the surrounding rock at the vault increased to 16.8, causing a slight risk of rockburst.
For a related case, the Cr value of the surrounding rock at the arch shoulder was 12.9;
therefore, the possibility of rockburst did not occur. When the palm face was pushed
through the monitoring section of 2 m, the Cr value of the surrounding rock at the arch
shoulder exhibited an increment to 16.6, with a slight risk of rock explosion. When
the Cr value of the surrounding rock of the vault increased to 27, a medium risk of
rockburst occurred. Afterward, the palm face was pushed through the monitoring
section of 7 m; the Cr value of the surrounding rock’s arch part exceeded 40 and
gradually stabilized, and the risk of rockburst became strong. Similarly, the Cr value
of the surrounding rock at the arch shoulder exhibited an increment to 24, and then
gradually stabilized; the slight rockburst risk was continued.

According to Equation (7), the area with rockburst criterion Cr value exceeding 15
was regarded as the rockburst zone. The distribution characteristics of the rockburst zone
during tunnel TBM construction were obtained, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Evolution law of rockburst pits of surrounding rock during TBM construction.

As can be clearly seen from Figure 6, rockburst areas were mainly concentrated in
hard rock; as TBM progressed, the rockburst area gradually propagated from the shallow
part of the initial vault of the deep and arch shoulder position. In the section where the
distance between surrounding rock and the face of the palm was about 10 m, the depth of
the surrounding rockburst pits did not increase; the maximum development depth of the
rockburst area was located at the vault, at about 0.88 m. The depth of the rockburst pits at
both sides of the arch shoulders gradually decreased, and the burst pits generally had a
“V” shape, which was consistent with a rockburst situation that occurred in actual TBM
tunnel engineering [30–32]. Moreover, the occurrence of a rockburst may not end at once;
the risk of another rockburst exists, unless corresponding measures are taken in the area
where the rockburst has occurred.
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6. Borehole Pressure Relief Prevention of Rockburst

The prevention and control of rockburst are essential in avoiding the brittle dynamic in-
stability of surrounding rock, which can reduce the strength and brittleness of surrounding
rock, improve the stress state of surrounding rock, and promote the favorable transfor-
mation of the failure mode of surrounding rock [33]. In this context, borehole pressure
relief is a widely used active prevention and control measure for rockbursts in coal mines
around the globe. Through manual drilling in the surrounding rock, the integrity of the
surrounding rock is destroyed, and the mechanical properties of the surrounding rock are
weakened. Thereby, the surrounding rock within a certain range around the borehole is
plastically damaged, and elastic strain energy is released. Consequently, the high stress of
surrounding rock is transferred; thus, rockburst risk is eliminated.

To analyze the treatment effect of borehole pressure relief on rockburst of a tunnel
constructed by TBM in a composite stratum, a drilling pressure relief model of surrounding
rock was established based on the abovementioned model. The variation rules of surround-
ing rock stress and rockburst criterion Cr values were simulated and analyzed before and
after borehole pressure relief.

6.1. Pressure Relief Model of Borehole

The evaluations were performed using the automatic generation method of complex
FLAC3D model based on the ANSYS platform [34]. In the first stage, the model was
established, and meshes were divided in ANSYS software; afterward, the established model
was imported into FLAC3D software by using an FLAC3D-ANSYS interface program. The
drilling pressure relief model is shown in Figure 7. The size and boundary conditions of the
model were the same as those of the model given in Figure 2. For the model’s realization
of the TBM excavation process, refer to Section 2.2 above, and refer to Table 2 for model
material parameters.

Figure 7. Numerical model of borehole pressure relief.

6.2. Rockburst Treatment Effect of Borehole Pressure Relief

The Cr value distribution of the rockburst criterion before and after the drilling pres-
sure relief was obtained by simulation, according to Equation (7). The section 2 m behind
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the palm face was analyzed, as shown in Figure 8. The variation rule of surrounding rock
Cr values at the vault and arch shoulder of hard rock in composite strata was monitored
before and after drilling pressure relief (Figure 9).

Figure 8. Distribution of rockburst criterion Cr of tunnel surrounding rock after borehole: (a) not
drilled; (b) drilling pressure relief with hole diameter of 300 mm and hole depth of 2.5 m.
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Figure 9. Variation law of rockburst criterion Cr of tunnel surrounding rock during TBM excavation
after borehole.

The conclusions that can be obtained from Figures 8 and 9 are as follows:

(1) The Cr value of the tunnel surrounding the rock vault and arch shoulder immedi-
ately dropped below 3.0 after the borehole pressure relief; furthermore, the Cr value
no longer increased as the TBM progressed compared with the non-implemented
borehole pressure relief.

(2) After pressure relief, the maximum value of Cr in surrounding rock exhibited a
decrement to about 25 and was mainly located around the hole wall at the section of
1.5 m deep in the borehole. The main reason for this situation was the elastic state
of the rock mass around the deeper section of the hole wall with a certain degree of
stress concentration.

(3) After drilling and depressurizing the hard rock at the upper part of the tunnel that
was 2 m behind the tunnel face, a certain depth of weakened zone was formed in
the shallow region of surrounding rock; hence, the Cr value of the surrounding rock
within the weakened zone decreased significantly. As shown in Figure 8b, in the
area that the red dashed circle encloses, the Cr value of the surrounding rock in the
weakened zone was considerably less than the rockburst threshold value of 15, and
the rockburst risk was significantly reduced.

Figure 10 shows the distribution of the rockburst zone before and after pressure
relief by drilling in the surrounding rock of the tunnel. Without drilling treatment, the
rockburst zone of the tunnel vault and arch shoulder was more extensive, and the Cr value
of surrounding rock at the vault could reach 49, indicating serious rockburst risk. After
pressure relief, the shallow rockburst zone of the tunnel’s surrounding rock disappeared
completely. The deep rockburst zone of the tunnel became quite small, mainly distributed
around the deeper region of the hole wall, as shown in Figure 10b. According to the
numerical simulation results, for the TBM construction tunnel in composite strata, the
pressure relief treatment of some hard rock in the surrounding rock can effectively reduce
and eliminate rockburst danger.
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Figure 10. Distribution of rockburst area of tunnel surrounding rock after borehole: (a) not drilled;
(b) drilling pressure relief (hole diameter 300 mm, hole depth 2.5 m).

6.3. Influence of Borehole Parameters on Rockburst Prevention and Control Effect

By changing the diameter and depth of the borehole pressure relief, the variation rule
of the depth of the pressure-relief-weakening zone of the surrounding rock was simulated
and analyzed, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11 shows that by increasing the borehole diameter from 200 mm to 400 mm,
the depth of the weakened zone increased by nearly 200%; as the borehole depth increased
from 2.5 m to 5 m, the depth of the weakened zone increased by 40%. The intersection point
of the curve is the optimal parameter, that is, the drilling depth is 4 m, and the drilling
diameter is 300 mm. Consequently, as borehole diameter and depth increased, the depth
of the shallow weakening zone in the surrounding rock gradually increased; thus, the
rockburst prevention and control mechanism were improved. Compared with the borehole
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depth, the impact of the borehole diameter is more dominant on prevention and control of
the rockburst.

Figure 11. Depth variation of tunnel surrounding rock under different borehole parameters.

7. Conclusions

In this study, the characteristics and prevention of rockburst in a deep hard and soft
compound stratum tunnel excavated using TBM were investigated. The specific conclusions
of the research are as follows:

(1) The rockburst risk of the compound stratum tunnel excavated by TBM mainly oc-
curred in the upper-hard rock part, while in the soft rock part, rockburst risk did not
occur. After the excavation of the tunnel, the first slight rockburst risk occurred in the
hard rock area of the tunnel vault. Subsequently, the rockburst intensity at the vault
and arch shoulder positions increased progressively, resulting in the occurrence of
a severe rockburst risk in the vault position at 7 m behind the working face, which
indicated the hysteresis of strong rockburst.

(2) The rockburst area at the vault of the surrounding rock was the deepest, with a depth
of about 0.88 m. The blast crater’s depth progressively decreased on both sides of the
arch shoulder, forming a “V” shape.

(3) After the hard rock part of the composite strata, the tunnel was relieved by drilling.
A certain depth of weakening zone was formed in the shallow part of the surround-
ing rock, which significantly reduced the rockburst risk of the surrounding rock.
Compared with the depth of the borehole, the diameter of the borehole has a more
significant impact on the rockburst prevention effect.

These research results provide guiding references for the prevention and control of
similar rockburst disasters in underground engineering.
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